How Armpocket
Increased Online Sales 400% in
Four Months
Merchant Achieves Exponential Growth Despite Economic Downturn
Armpocket® came to Exclusive Concepts in September 2019 looking for a partner to help find the right
marketing mix and to grow overall sales. Jaded by its previous agency experiences, the merchant also had to
overcome changes in consumer behavior due to an unexpected economic downturn.
Knowing this, we put added emphasis on the particulars from the outset. We worked together to test various
marketing channels, switching the channel mix and investments in response to performance, and generating
YoY and MoM revenue increases each month since the beginning of the partnership. And in every channel,
we sought to convey the brand in a way that was authentic to Armpocket and its loyal customers.

Industry: Sporting Goods/Smartphone Accessories
Armpocket was founded in 2006 by longtime runners Mark
Morgan and Jytte Nielsen, who shared a passion for eco
responsibility. They faced the problem of comfortably
carrying their smartphones and other essentials on long
training runs. After two-years of trial and error, they finally
came up with a design using eco-friendly materials that
actually worked. Soon, the overwhelming requests from
fellow runners, friends and others facing the same
problem when enjoying their active lifestyles, made them
realize that Armpocket could become a commercially viable
product.
The Armpocket team continually innovates by designing
products that keep up with the latest devices and focus on
comfort, stability, protection and sustainability. Since 2006,
Armpocket has repurposed more than 3 million plastic
bottles by using eco-friendly fabric in its designs.
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For 15 years, we’ve worked with countless agencies who claimed to be experts in
growing our online sales. With ad spending hopelessly exceeding sales, we were
ready to abandon our direct-to-consumer sales strategy.
When we approached EXCLUSIVE, we were skeptical and reluctant to jump back
into those shark-infested waters. But under the close guidance of Meghan’s
team of wizards, and by following recommendations, after only three months,
we magically started to generate profits! EXCLUSIVE is the only agency who
delivered on their promise. EXCLUSIVE has our strongest recommendation.
- Jytte Nielsen, Armpocket Cofounder

Sitewide Revenue
Since our partnership began September 1, 2019, we are up over 149% in sessions and up over 128% in
revenue sitewide compared to the prior period. We’ve more than doubled new users to the website
through aggressive keyword targeting on Paid Search and search query funneling on Google Shopping.
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Organic Search
We began our partnership with a focus on making user-experience optimizations first, then adding
keyword-optimized content to the website. We created heatmaps of the site as part of a UX Audit, then
recommended website changes based on our findings to mitigate any conversion impediments.
By getting ahead of new phone releases with keyword research and content additions, we’ve grown our
keyword rankings on Page 1 by 60% YoY. By the time COVID-19 hit, we were prepared for the increase in
traffic and search volume — as both revenue and conversion rate increased with the influx of traffic to the
website in March and April (March 1 to April 30, 2020 vs. the same period in 2019).
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Paid Search and Product Ads
From the start of our partnership, we’ve been A/B testing which value propositions for Armpocket
resonate best with consumers. Do people like that it is waterproof? Eco-friendly? High-quality? As we’ve
honed in on our top-performing messages, we’ve continued to scale budgets and see exponential results.
When looking at March 1 to April 30, 2020 compared to the prior period, we’ve spent 76% more budget to
generate 169% more conversions and 157% more revenue. ROAS is up 45% as we capture the increased
demand.
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Social Ads
Prior to Exclusive Concepts, Armpocket wasn’t capitalizing on the potential of remarketing ads on social, with
no cold targeting component to their strategy. Since our partnership began, we’ve been testing cold audience
and retargeting audiences as well as campaign types to find the most efficient mix. We’ve scaled spend up
1,000% compared to last year (March 1 to April 30, 2020 vs. 2019) and have generated more than 5,600%
more conversions through the social channel, even increasing ROAS by 318%.

Merchant Challenges
• New customer targeting strategy was poor
• Social Ads were a pain point
• Organic search and user experience needed optimization

The Exclusive Concepts Solution
The first priority was to analyze and optimize the user experience on the website as we began to funnel
more and more traffic toward it. Next, we added optimized SEO content and used that keyword research
to help inform our Google Ads keyword targeting strategy. We brought new customers to the website via
social, product ads, paid search and organic, then aggressively retargeted with social ads and paid search,
while the Armpocket team internally managed email retargeting strategy.
By finding out how to best reach each customer segment, then optimization each respective conversion
path, the Exclusive Concepts team hacked the code to Armpocket’s most potent marketing strategy.

In March and April, we’ve generated over 250% more conversions compared to the same period in 2019.
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RESULTS
By getting ahead of the curve with organic search
content, ramping up paid ad spend and finding the
ideal audiences, the Exclusive Concepts and
Armpocket teams positioned the brand to capture a
surge in demand and seize long-term market share
away from the competition.

Meet the team responsible for Armpocket's incredible performance:

Meghan Ouellette
Senior eCommerce Marketing
Strategist

Cole Harrison
Social Ads Specialist

Melissa Knowlton
Paid Search Specialist

Daniela Tueme
Product Ads Specialist

Ben Leighton
Organic Search Specialist

Ames Shatzer
Amazon Sponsored Ads
Specialist
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